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SUMMARY
In mobile multimedia environment, it is very important to
minimize handoﬀ latency due to mobility. In terms of reducing handoﬀ
latency, Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) can be an eﬃcient approach,
which uses a mobility agent called Mobility Anchor Point (MAP) in order
to localize registration process. However, MAP can be a single point of
failure or performance bottleneck. In order to provide mobile users with
satisfactory quality of service and fault-tolerant service, it is required to
cope with the failure of mobility agents. In [1], we proposed Robust Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (RH-MIPv6), which is an enhanced HMIPv6 for
fault-tolerant mobile services. In RH-MIPv6, an MN configures two regional CoA and registers them to two MAPs during binding update procedures. When a MAP fails, MNs serviced by the faulty MAP (i.e., primary
MAP) can be served by a failure-free MAP (i.e., secondary MAP) by failure detection/recovery schemes in the case of the RH-MIPv6. In this paper,
we investigate the comparative study of RH-MIPv6 and HMIPv6 under
several performance factors such as MAP unavailability, MAP reliability,
packet loss rate, and MAP blocking probability. To do this, we utilize a
semi-Markov chain and a M/G/C/C queuing model. Numerical results indicate that RH-MIPv6 outperforms HMIPv6 for all performance factors,
especially when failure rate is high.
key words: Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6), Robust HMIPv6 (RHMIPv6), fault-tolerant mobile service, performance analysis, semi-Markov
chain

1.

Introduction

In wireless/mobile networks, system survivability is one of
the most important issues for providing a certain quality of
service (QoS) with users. Survivability is used to describe
the available performance after a failure. Originally, Mobile
IP systems do not consider system survivability and fault
tolerance. However, when Mobile IP systems are deployed
in wireless/mobile networks, survivability and fault tolerance should be taken into consideration as important performance factors. To do this, a few protocols and systems were
proposed in [3]–[5], and [6].
However, these schemes are based on Mobile IPv4 or
require redundant mobility agents, which result in a higher
cost. To overcome these drawbacks and to provide fault tolerance with Mobile IP systems, we proposed an enhanced
Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) for system survivability in the distributed Mobility Anchor Point (MAP) environment, called Robust Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (RH-MIPv6),
in [1]. We adopted HMIPv6 as a location management
scheme because it is able to reduce registration overhead
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and handoﬀ latency by using a local agent (i.e., MAP). In
HMIPv6, MAP and HA can be two points of failures, but
RH-MIPv6 is designed mainly to cope with MAP failures.
This is because mobile users perform more local registrations rather than home registration in general. Also, since
HA contains very important mobility information, it is necessary to guarantee the highest reliability to HA although it
requires a higher cost. So, in the case of HA failures, the
existing primary-backup approaches can be applied.
In this paper, we investigate performance analysis of
RH-MIPv6 and HMIPv6. We compare RH-MIPv6 with
HMIPv6 in terms of a variety of performance factors such
as MAP unavailability, reliability, blocking probability, and
packet loss rate. To do this, we use a semi-Markov chain
representing the state of a MAP. In addition, a M/G/C/C
queuing model is used to obtain MAP blocking probability
caused by a MAP failure.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes main characteristics of RH-MIPv6. Section 3 proposes a semi-Markov chain to obtain MAP unavailability and reliability, and packet loss rate. Section 4
shows various numerical results and MAP blocking probability based on the M/G/C/C model. Section 5 concludes
this paper.
2.

Robust Hierarchical Mobile IPv6

In this section, we briefly describe main characteristics and
key schemes of RH-MIPv6. More detailed specification can
be found in [1].
2.1 Primary and Secondary Binding Update
In RH-MIPv6, an MN chooses two serving MAPs (i.e., primary MAP (P-MAP) and secondary MAP (S-MAP)) during MAP selection procedure. Also, the MN configures
primary RCoA (P-RCoA) and secondary RCoA (S-RCoA)
in a P-MAP domain and S-MAP domain, respectively. PRCoA refers to an RCoA which is valid in the P-MAP domain and S-RCoA is a valid RCoA in the S-MAP domain.
The MN performs a binding update using both P-RCoA and
S-RCoA. Since P-MAP and S-MAP have flexible relationships in the case of RH-MIPv6, it is distinguishable from the
existing primary-backup schemes [4], where one or more
backup agents are pre-assigned to a primary agent. Namely,
if there is no failure event, P-MAP and S-MAP act as independent local agents without any interactions. The S-MAP
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Fig. 1

Binding update procedure in RH-MIPv6.

through P-MAP as shown in Fig. 1. Namely, RH-MIPv6
has no aﬀect on the failure-free behavior of HMIPv6, except
one more binding update message. As shown in Fig. 1, note
that the MN doesn’t send a BU message to the HA in the
case of a secondary BU procedure. There are two reasons
for not sending a BU message to the HA in the secondary
BU procedure. First reason is to minimize the modification
from the existing HMIPv6 protocol. RH-MIPv6 can be supported only by the simple modification in end systems (e.g.,
MNs and CNs). Second, although the secondary BU message is not sent to the HA, only new sessions, which have a
lower priority than on-going sessions, are influenced. This
is because RH-MIPv6 supports the route optimization and
packets of only new sessions transit to the HA. Therefore,
RH-MIPv6 does not perform secondary BU to the HA to
minimize binding update overhead. However, since an MN
immediately performs a binding update to the HA when a PMAP fails and a S-MAP takes over it, RH-MIPv6 can provide new sessions with fault tolerance after some latency.
2.2 Failure Detection and Recovery Schemes

Fig. 2

The extended binding update message.

temporarily takes the role instead of the P-MAP only when
the P-MAP fails. In addition, since the S-MAP is selected as
a result of MAP selection by MNs, the load resulting from
the P-MAP’s failure can be eﬃciently distributed to multiple S-MAPs if it is assumed that MNs are evenly distributed.
Furthermore, S-MAPs are optimal agents except P-MAP in
view of MNs. Figure 1 depicts primary and secondary binding update procedures.
First of all, an MN collects all RA messages from
MAPs that can be reachable from the MN in a foreign network. Then, the MN selects a P-MAP and a S-MAP using
an MAP selection algorithm (e.g., the furthest MAP selection, preference-based selection, or other schemes [7]). After selecting a P-MAP and configuring a P-RCoA, the MN
should perform a local binding update (BU) procedure to
the selected P-MAP, HA, and CNs using the configured PRCoA. In RH-MIPv6, since an MN registers both P-RCoA
(i.e., primary BU) and S-RCoA (i.e., secondary BU), we extend the BU message in order to separate a primary BU from
a secondary BU. Figure 2 shows the extended BU message.
Unlike the original BU message, the message contains a P
flag in the option field. The new flag indicates whether the
specified RCoA is P-RCoA or S-RCoA. Namely, when an
MN registers its P-RCoA to the P-MAP, HA and CNs, P
flag is set to 1. Otherwise, the P flag is unset for the secondary BU procedure.
In RH-MIPv6, secondary BU procedure begins only after the completion of the primary BU procedure, so that the
secondary BU procedure does not eﬀect the latency of the
primary BU procedure. In addition, the secondary BU procedure can be performed in concert with data transmission

In HMIPv6, a MAP failure event can be detected by checking a MAP option, which contains an invalid lifetime for
the broadcasted Router Advertisement (RA) message. However, it takes too much time for an MN to detect the failure
by this passive method because the interval of the RA message is set to a few seconds† . Thus, the failure recovery
mechanism of the HMIPv6 results in high packet losses, especially when the MN is communicating with multiple CNs.
On the other hand, RH-MIPv6 detects a MAP failure during
packet transmission by utilizing Internet Control Management Protocol (ICMP) [9]. Therefore, fast failure detection
can be achieved in the case of active sessions without waiting for an RA message with a coarse grained broadcasting
interval. Of course, CNs or MNs, that aren’t currently sending or receiving any packets, can detect a MAP failure by
RA messages. However, in this case, since there are no
active sessions, fast failure detection may not be a critical
problem. In this section, we divide the failure detection and
recovery mechanisms into two cases: those detected by MN
and by CN.
2.2.1 Failure Detection and Recovery by MN
In RH-MIPv6, if an MN is actively sending data to CNs, the
MN can detect a MAP failure after receiving ICMP error
messages [9]. Or, if the MN is receiving some packets from
CNs, the MN will receive the encapsulated packets from the
S-MAP instead of the P-MAP. Then, the MN considers that
the P-MAP has failed. If the MN does not communicate
with any other nodes, the MN can detect the failure by the
†
Recently, router advertisement interval in ARs is recommended to be set to about 50 ms for fast movement detection. However, in terms of reduction of signaling load, a few seconds is more
reasonable value because router advertisement from the MAP is
not related to the movement detection.
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reception of RA messages. Therefore, failure detection time
by MN can be expressed as follows:
T detection = min{tRA , tCN , tICMP }
where tRA , tCN , and tICMP are the time until an MN receives RA messages, encapsulated packets from S-MAP,
and ICMP error messages, respectively.
After the detection of a P-MAP failure, the MN
changes its serving MAP into S-MAP from P-MAP. Then,
the MN resumes data transmission, if the MN was sending
some packets to CNs. In this case, S-MAP receives some
packets from a MN listed in the backup mapping table and
the S-MAP moves the binding information of the MN from
backup mapping table to the serving mapping table. In RHMIP, MAP maintains two types of mapping table: serving
and backup mapping tables. Serving and backup mapping
tables have binding information of MNs having performed
primary and secondary BU procedures, respectively. With
data transmission, the MN sends BU messages to the HA
and CNs with S-RCoA as soon as possible. When the BU
message arrive at the HA, the HA updates a CoA of the MN
into S-RCoA from P-RCoA. On the other hand, CNs eliminate primary binding information and set the P field of the
secondary binding entry to 1.
2.2.2 Failure Detection and Recovery by CN
Let’s assume that a CN is currently sending some data to an
MN via a P-MAP, which is a serving MAP containing binding information between RCoA and LCoA. If the P-MAP
fails, the CN receives ICMP error messages (i.e., Host Unreachable) for the sent packets. Then, the CN decides that
the P-MAP has failed and rerouting through an S-MAP is
then required. Typically, the link loss rate in a wired link is
extremely low. Therefore, if the CN determines a MAP failure after receiving a few successive ICMP error messages, a
wrong determination can be minimized.
Failure recovery by CN is as follows. The CN regards
multiple receptions of ICMP error messages as a MAP failure. Then, the CN finds out a binding entry with an unset P
field in its binding cache, which is updated by the secondary
BU procedure. If there is such an entry, the CN eliminates
the binding entry with a set P field and the P field of the
found binding entry (i.e., secondary binding entry) is newly
set to 1. After updating the binding cache, the CN resumes
data transmission through the S-MAP and the S-MAP updates its mapping tables. Namely, the S-MAP looks for
a corresponding entry from the backup mapping table and
moves the entry to the serving mapping table. After completion of the mapping table update, the S-MAP tunnels the
received packets to the destination MN. Since the MN receives some tunneled packets from its S-MAP not P-MAP,
the MN believes its P-MAP does not work any more for
some reasons, so that the MN sets S-MAP as its serving
MAP. If the MN detects a MAP failure, the MN sends a BU
message with S-RCoA, which is configured in the MAP selection procedure in advance, to the HA as soon as possible.

After re-BU procedure, the MN can communicate with new
CNs, which try to connect the MN using binding information in the HA, through the S-MAP.
3.

Semi-Markov Chain Model for Performance Analysis

To investigate the eﬀectiveness of RH-MIPv6 over HMIPv6,
we compare RH-MIPv6 with HMIPv6 using an analytic
model based on the Markovian Process. Figure 3 shows a
state diagram for MAP operation in view of a source node† .
In Normal state (or state 0), a MAP correctly performs its
functions as a local mobility agent. Undetected state (or
state 1) refers to a state where a failure occurs at the MAP,
but the failure is still not detected by MNs or CNs. On
the other hand, Detected state (or state 2) represents a state
where the MAP failure is detected.
In general, since the residence time in each state does
not follow an exponential distribution, this state diagram is
analyzed as a semi-Markov chain [8]. Let P0,1 , P1,2 , and
P2,0 be the transition probability from state 0 to state 1, from
state 1 to state 2, and from state 2 to state 0. As shown in
Fig. 3, since there is only one transition available between
two states, P0,1 , P1,2 , and P2,0 are 1. Let the steady state
probability for each state in an imbedded Markov chain be
πi . Then, balance equations are as follows:
π0 P0,1 = π1 P1,2 = π2 P2,0
2

πi = 1
i=0

Therefore, πi (i = 0, 1, 2) is equal to 1/3.
Figure 4 shows a timing diagram when a MAP failure
occurs during a MAP RA interval denoted by T A . Let tFA
be the time period from the failure event to the next MAP
RA reception time. If we assume that a MAP failure randomly occurs in a MAP RA interval, tFA follows an uniform
distribution with a mean of T A /2. In addition, it is assumed
that the time (tF ) between two MAP failure events follows
an exponential distribution with a mean of 1/λF . T I is a
random variable representing the latency required for ICMP
error messages to get to the source node (i.e., CNs or MNs).

Fig. 3

State diagram for MAP operation.

†
In terms of failure detection in RH-MIPv6, the source node
always detect more earlier than the destination node does. Therefore, we analyze the MAP state in view of the source node.
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Fig. 4

Timing diagram in MAP failure event.

3.1 Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6)
First, the steady state probability in each state is derived in
HMIPv6. A MAP in the normal state transits to the undetected state when a MAP failure event occurs. Thus, the
average residence time in the normal state is as follows:
 ∞
1
E(T 0 ) =
t · λF e−λF t dt =
(1)
λF
0
According to the specification of HMIPv6 [2], an MN
can detect a MAP failure only after the reception of the advertised MAP RA message with a lifetime of 0. Therefore,
the residence time in the undetected state is dependent on the
MAP RA interval, which is fixed to T A . Then, the residence
time in the undetected state follows a uniform distribution at
[0, T A ] and the average residence time is as follows:
 TA
1
1 TA2 T A
=
(2)
E(T 1 ) =
t·
dt =
·
TA
TA 2
2
0
The transition from the detected state to the normal
state can be done only when all procedures (e.g., new MAP
selection, address configuration, DAD procedure, and BU
procedure, etc.) have been completed. We assume that
the time required for these procedures is a constant value
(RHMIPv6 ). Then, the average residence time in the detected
state is
E(T 2 ) = RHMIPv6

tFA −T I

 TA
 TA
1
dt
E(T 1 ) = E(T 1 |tFA ) · ftFA (t)dt = E(T 1 |tFA ) ·
TA
0
0
(6)
In terms of state transition from state 2 to state 0, RHMIPv6 requires only binding cache or mapping table update procedures when a MAP failure is detected. This is
because RH-MIPv6 performs several functions such as address configuration and DAD procedure during secondary
binding procedure in advance. Therefore, we assume that
the failure recovery time of RH-MIPv6 is another constant
value (RRHMIPv6 ), which is less than RHMIPv6 .
E(T 2 ) = RRHMIPv6

(3)

Using these average residence times, we can calculate
the steady state probability in each state in the semi-Markov
chain as shown in Eq. (4).
E(T i ) · πi
vi = 
E(T j ) · π j

words, if an MN (CN) sends some packets to a faulty MAP
and the MN receives ICMP error messages after some latency (i.e., T I ), the MN concludes that the MAP is broken
down. Of course, if there is no packet transmission during a
MAP RA interval, the MN can detect the MAP failure after
receiving a MAP RA message. Thus, the average residence
time in the undetected state in RH-MIPv6 can be obtained
from Eqs. (5) and (6). E(T 1 |tFA ) denotes the average residence time in the undetected state when tFA is given. In
this paper, we assume that the inter-arrival time (tA ) between
one packet arrived just before the MAP failure event and another packet arrived just after the MAP failure event follows
an exponential distribution with a mean of 1/λA . Then, by
the random observer property, tP also follows an exponential
distribution and its the probability density function (pdf) is
λA e−λA t . Since tFA follows a uniform distribution in [0, T A ],
the average residence time (E(T 1 )) is calculated as Eq. (6)
using the conditional average residence time (E(T 1 |tFA )) in
Eq. (5). As shown in Fig. 4, if the tP is in the period of [0,
tFA -T I ] within a MAP advertisement interval, the MAP failure is detected at the time of t1 . Therefore the failure detection time is tP + T I . Otherwise, the failure can be detected
only after receiving the next advertisement message at the
time of t0 + T A and the failure detection time is equal to tFA .
 tFA −T I
E(T 1 |tFA ) =
(t + T I ) · λA e−λA t dt
0
 ∞
+
tFA · λA e−λA t dt
(5)

The steady state probabilities in the semi-Markov chain
can be also obtained by using Eq. (4).
4.

(4)

all j

3.2 Robust Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (RH-MIPv6)
In RH-MIPv6, the average residence time in the normal state
is same as that of HMIPv6. However, in the RH-MIPv6,
a MAP failure can be detected by MN’s (or CN’s) packet
transmission as well as by a MAP RA message. In other

(7)

Numerical Results

To compare the performance of RH-MIPv6 with that of
HMIPv6, we have defined four performance factors: MAP
unavailability (U), MAP reliability (R), MAP blocking
probability (B), and packet loss rate (L). MAP unavailability is defined as the mean recovery time to the mean time
between failure events [10]. This factor represents the availability of the HMIPv6 and RH-MIPv6. On the other hand,
MAP reliability refers to the probability that an MAP is in
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the failure-free state (i.e., normal state) in the equilibrium
state. Thus, if the MAP reliability is high, the reliability of
the protocol is also high. MAP blocking probability refers to
a blocking probability of S-MAP caused by the transferred
load from P-MAP due to a P-MAP failure [6]. Packet loss
rate refers to the average packet loss rate occurred by a MAP
failure. For numerical analysis, RHMIPv6 , RRHMIPv6 and T I
are set to 3 sec, 1 sec, and 100 ms, respectively [11].
4.1 MAP Unavailability Probability
As mentioned before, MAP unavailability (U) is defined as
Eq. (8). Since it is assumed that inter-failure time follows an
exponential distribution with a mean of 1/λF , the mean time
between two consecutive failures is 1/λF . In addition, the
mean recovery time is the time period from the occurrence
of a MAP failure to the recovery of the failure, so that the
mean recovery time is the sum of average residence times in
state 1 and 2.
Mean recovery time
Mean time between f ailures
E(T 1 ) + E(T 2 )
=
= λF (E(T 1 ) + E(T 2 ))
1/λF

U =

(8)

Figure 5 shows MAP unavailability as a function of
the MAP failure rate. Since failure detection of RH-MIPv6
depends on the packet arrival pattern, the unavailability in
RH-MIPv6 is varied as the packet arrival rate is changed.
Therefore, MAP unavailability of RH-MIPv6 is calculated
when packet arrival rates (λA ) are 0.1, 1, and 10. As failure
rate increases, MAP unavailability also increases. Comparing RH-MIPv6 with HMIPv6, the slope of the RH-MIPv6 is
much less than that of HMIPv6. Specifically, the increasing
slope of HMIPv6 is 3.5, whereas the increasing slopes of
RH-MIPv6 are 1.49, 1.4, and 1.117 when λA is 0.1, 1, and
10, respectively. In addition, MAP unavailability of RHMIPv6 decreases as the packet arrival rate increases. However, the diﬀerences are not high. In short, MAP unavailability can be reduced to 42.5% when RH-MIPv6 is used
instead of HMIPv6.

Fig. 5

Unavailability vs. failure rate.

4.2 MAP Reliability
The MAP reliability (R), the probability that the MAP state
remains in the normal state at the equilibrium state, is defined as follows:
R = v0

(9)

Figure 6 shows MAP reliability as a function of the
MAP failure rate. Unlike unavailability probability, the
MAP reliability decreases as failure rate increases. Namely,
as more MAP failures occur, MAP becomes more unstable and unreliable. As shown in Fig. 6, MAP reliability in
HMIPv6 drastically decreases as the failure rate increases.
In contrast, MAP reliability in RH-MIPv6 is not aﬀected by
the failure rate so much. The decreasing slope of HMIPv6
is −3.4963, whereas the decreasing slopes are −1.4874,
−1.4008, and −1.1724 when λA is 0.1, 1, and 10, respectively. This result indicates that MAP reliability in RHMIPv6 is higher than that of HMIPv6. Also, although failure rate increases, if RH-MIPv6 is used, MAP remains in a
more stable and reliable state.
4.3 MAP Blocking Probability
To investigate S-MAP blocking probability caused by a PMAP failure, we utilize a M/G/C/C queuing model [8].
Figure 7 shows the M/G/C/C queuing model. In Fig. 7,
state i represents the number of MNs serviced by a MAP
(A). Blocking probability of MAP (A), which is one of secondary MAPs in RH-MIPv6 or backup MAPs in typical
primary-backup schemes, can be obtained as follows. Let
λ MAP and µ MAP be the MN arrival rate and MN departure
rate in MAP (A) domain, respectively. It is assumed that

Fig. 6

Reliability vs. failure rate.

Fig. 7

M/G/C/C queuing model.
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(a) N  = 1.

Fig. 9

Primary-secondary relationship in RH-MIPv6.

(b) N  = 2.
Fig. 8

Primary-backup relationship in HMIPv6.

λ MAP follows a poisson distribution and λ MAP for each MAP
is independently and identically distributed. On the other
hand, µ MAP does not assume to obey a specific distribution.
Let λover be the arrival rate transferred to MAP (A) by the
P-MAP failure. Then, λover is as follows:
λover = λF × N × M × ω
where N is the number P-MAPs which use MAP (A) as its
S-MAP and λF is the failure rate. M denotes the total number of MNs to be served by the faulty P-MAP. ω is the ratio
of the redirected MNs from the faulty P-MAP to MAP (A)
to the total number of MNs of the P-MAP (M).
On the other hand, λover in HMIPv6 using a typical
primary-backup scheme is as follows:
λover = λF × N  × M
where N  is the number of MAPs using MAP (A) as its
backup MAP. The typical primary-backup approach refers
to all MNs located in the primary MAP domain are serviced
by a backup MAP after the primary MAP failure. Figure 8
shows primary-backup relationships in HMIPv6 when N  is
1 and 2. In contrast, Fig. 9 shows primary-secondary relationship in RH-MIPv6 when N is 2.
Based on these assumptions, MAP blocking probability can be obtained as Eq. (10) by Erlang’s loss formula [8].
B=

((λ MAP +λover )/µ MAP ) C MAP
C MAP !
C
MAP
i=0

(10)

((λ MAP +λover )/µ MAP )i
i!

where C MAP is the capacity of a MAP, which is represented
by the number of MNs.
Figure 10 shows MAP blocking probability as the failure rate increases. In this result, λ MAP and µ MAP are 50 and
1, respectively. In addition, C MAP , M and N are set to 50, 20,
and 3, respectively. The utilization ratio (ρ MAP ) of a MAP,
which is defined as λ MAP /µ MAP , is 50. In Fig. 10, MAP

Fig. 10

MAP blocking probability (utilization ratio = 50).

blocking probabilities in RH-MIPv6 are shown when ω is
0.1, 0.5, and 1.0. Also, Fig. 10 shows MAP blocking probabilities of HMIPv6 using a typical primary-backup scheme
when N  is 1, 2, and 5. As shown in Fig. 10, MAP blocking
probability is proportional to MAP failure rate. Its increasing rate also increases as the failure rate increases. When
ω is 0.1, RH-MIPv6 shows the lowest MAP blocking probability. In contrast, in the case where ω is 0.5 or 1.0, the
MAP blocking probability of RH-MIP is higher than that of
HMIPv6 with N  of 1. However, this result does not indicate
that HMIPv6 outperforms RH-MIP in terms of MAP blocking probability. In HMIPv6, N  of 1 means that a MAP is
exclusively used as a backup agent for a primary agent (refer Fig. 8). Therefore, it requires more redundant agents and
it results in a higher cost. In practical networks, a MAP may
act as a backup agent for multiple MAPs due to limited network resources, so that N  will be larger than 1. As shown
in Fig. 10, when N  is larger than 1, the MAP blocking probability of HMIPv6 is larger than that of RH-MIPv6 with ω
of 0.5. Of course, when ω is 1.0, MAP blocking probability
of RH-MIPv6 is larger than that of HMIPv6 with N  of 2.
However, ω of 1.0 represents the worst case, where all MNs
serviced by the faulty P-MAP configure MAP (A) as their
S-MAP. Since ω is equal to 1/N in the average case, it is
more reasonable to compare RH-MIPv6 of ω of 0.3 or 0.4
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Fig. 11

MAP blocking probability vs. MN arrival rate.

Fig. 13

Packet loss rate vs. failure rate.

10) are evaluated. Intuitively, packet loss rate increases as
failure rate increases. In addition, RH-MIPv6 has a shorter
fault time, so that it provides less packet loss rate than
HMIPv6. However, when packet arrival rate is small (i.e.,
λA is 1), RH-MIPv6 shows almost the same packet loss rate
as HMIPv6, as shown in Fig. 13. This is because failure
detection time in RH-MIPv6 is highly dependent on packet
arrival rate in most cases, but failure detection time is determined by the RA interval in the case of low packet arrival
rate.
5.
Fig. 12
MAP.

Conclusion

MAP blocking probability vs. number of MNs serviced by faulty

with HMIPv6.
Figure 11 shows MAP blocking probability as λ MAP
increases whereas µ MAP is fixed to 1. As shown in Fig. 11,
The MAP blocking probability is proportional to the MN
arrival rate. However, there are no apparent diﬀerences between HMIPv6 and RH-MIPv6. On the other hand, Fig. 12
shows the MAP blocking probability when M is varied. Figure 12 indicates that blocking probability is proportional to
the number of MNs serviced by the faulty P-MAP. Also,
it represents that the MAP blocking probability can be reduced when the MNs are evenly distributed to several SMAPs. Comparing Fig. 12 with Fig. 11, in terms of MAP
blocking probability, the performance of RH-MIPv6 is more
sensitive to the number of MNs redirected from the faulty PMAP rather than the original MN arrival rate. Therefore, an
eﬃcient MAP selection is required.
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model. As a result, RH-MIPv6 shows a lower MAP unavailability and a higher MAP reliability than HMIPv6. In addition, RH-MIPv6 shows a lower blocking probability and
packet loss rate than HMIPv6.

(11)

where λ p is the average packet arrival rate.
Figure 13 shows packet loss rate as failure rate increases. In Fig. 13, three packet arrival rates (i.e., 0.1, 1, and
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